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Abstract

This research is aimed at developing a hierar-
chical alternation-based lexical architecture for
machine translation, through analysis of diathe-
sis alternation patterns in an existing Japanese–
English transfer valency dictionary. We present
a basic method for extracting alternations, and
propose enhancements through analysis of both
the morphological correspondence between the
participant verbs and the English translations.

1 Introduction

This paper draws together and expands upon pre-
vious word on the automatic extraction of alter-
nating case frames from a dictionary (Baldwin
and Tanaka, 2000; Baldwin and Bond, 2002), and
focuses particularly on means for enhancing the
alternation extraction process.

Currently, alternations are extracted fully au-
tomatically and without the use of a bootstrap
or any other external data. That is, we do not
start with a pre-conception of how verbs alter-
nate (e.g. of the type of Levin’s English alterna-
tion inventory (Levin, 1993), or Jacobsen’s list
of basic Japanese alternations (Jacobsen, 1992))
and identify particular instances of each alterna-
tion type. Rather, we make assumptions about
the nature of alternation, and extract all inter-
valency frame mappings that fit in with these
assumptions. We then apply a number of con-
straints over the extracted data to reduce noise
as far as is possible.

This research is targeted at the Goi-Taikei
Japanese–English valency dictionary (Ikehara et
al., 1997), as used in the ALT-J/E machine
translation (MT) system (Ikehara et al., 1991).
The Goi-Taikei valency dictionary describes each
Japanese verbal expression as a case frame
headed by the verb in question, linked to an En-
glish translation “skeleton”. Each case slot is an-
notated with a discrete set of prototypical case
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markers, part of speech (NP or S), an obligatori-
ness flag, and a list of selectional restrictions and
lexical fillers. The selectional restrictions take
the form of nodes within the Goi-Taikei thesaurus
tree. The Goi-Taikei thesaurus is an unbalanced
tree of 2,710 nodes, connected by links showing
either hyponymic (is-a) or meronymic (has-a)
relations.

We define a (diathesis) alternation to be a
1-to-1 relation from a source to a target frame,
which involves at least one of: (i) case marking
variation between corresponding case slots, (ii)
case slot deletion, and (iii) case slot insertion. To
give an example, the causative-inchoative alter-
nation occurs between a transitive and intransi-
tive frame, as shown in (1) for akeru/aku.1

(1) Kim-ga
Kim-nm

doa-o
door-ac

aketa
opened

/ doa-ga
door-nm

aita
opened

‘Kim opened the door’ / ‘The door opened’

This example illustrates the nature of case mark-
ing variation, the principal form of morphological
variation considered in this research.

The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows. Section 2 discusses theoretical issues and
assumptions surrounding alternations. In Section
3, we then discuss the methodology employed to
derive alternation data and briefly evaluate the
alternation extraction method. We conclude the
paper in Section 4.

2 Alternations: issues and
assumptions

In the case of Japanese, alternation can be: (i)
unmarked on the verb (analytical alternation,
as seen for hiraku “openintrans/trans”), (ii) marked
on the verb stem by often-predictable lexical vari-
ation (lexical alternation, such as between akeru
“opentrans” and aku “openintrans”), (iii) marked
by way of verbal inflection or a verb morpheme

1The following abbreviations are used in glosses: -nm
= nominative and -ac = accusative.
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(synthetic alternation, such as occurs with the
passive morpheme (r)are).

We take after Baldwin and Bond (2002) in
making a number of assumptions about alterna-
tions in this research:

1. The selectional restrictions and lexical fillers
on matching case slots are preserved under
alternation

2. Alternations are monotonic in valency terms

3. A given alternation type has fixed direction

The first of these assumptions states that cor-
responding case slots in the two alternants of a
given alternation token, display the same selec-
tional restrictions and lexical fillers (Baldwin and
Tanaka, 2000). This provides the means for ex-
tracting alternation candidates from the valency
dictionary.

The second assumption states that a given al-
ternation type cannot involve both case slot in-
sertion and deletion, and constrains the space of
alternation mappings we must consider between
a given valency frame pair.

The third and final assumption constrains the
direction of a given alternation type in all its re-
alisations. We have no immediate means of de-
termining for each alternation token which is the
base and which the derived form, however. Our
solution is to impose direction on the alterna-
tion type, and apply this to all instances thereof.
This is achieved by stipulating that all alterna-
tions are either valency-decreasing or valency-
maintaining, and arbitrarily normalising the di-
rection of valency-maintaining alternations using
the alphabetic order of the case markers on case
slots which undergo modification.

3 Alternation extraction method

Alternations are extracted by first taking all pairs
of case frames from the base valency dictionary
which share some (kanji) prefix, and identifying
the most plausible (if any) alternation for each
from the set of all possible valence-monotonic
case slot mappings between them. We then anal-
yse trends in the alternation data and apply a
number of filters over the extracted data to re-
duce noise.

3.1 Scoring case slot matches
The quality of match between case slots is quan-
titatively described by comparing the relative
proximity of the selectional restrictions describ-
ing each, within the Goi-Taikei thesaurus tree.

As stated above, selectional restrictions are pro-
vided as thesaurus node indices, and the greater
the topological overlap between and conceptual
cohesion within the regions described for the two
case slots, the higher the match quality. This is
intended to reflect the intuition that the higher
the specificity of the selectional restrictions, the
greater the confidence of the lexicographer in
their integrity.

The scoring method adopted in this paper is
identical to that of Baldwin and Bond (2002), to
which the reader is referred for full details.

The conceptual cohesion of the subtree de-
scribed by a given node is modelled by way of
the relative entropy of the token population of
that region, as determined from corpus occur-
rence statistics (in the manner of Resnik (1999)).
Having determined the score for each node, we
can evaluate the semantic proximity of two nodes
as the relative disparity between the conceptual
cohesion of each and their least common hy-
pernym (lch); this is determined by way of the
weighted difference between the conceptual cohe-
sion value for the lch node, and that of the two
original nodes (in the form of matchc). Impor-
tantly, matchc can be negative in the face of high
levels of backing-off up the tree structure in order
to reach the lch.

In scoring a pair of selectional restrictions, we
determine the spanning bi-partite mapping be-
tween them for which the mean matchc score for
connected sense nodes is maximised. The over-
all score for a given alternation is defined as the
sum of slot-wise scores for only those case slots
which are mapped from/to, i.e. deleted case slots
do not enter into calculations. As noted above,
negative values can be returned for individual slot
mappings if there is a large discrepancy in the se-
lectional restrictions. In the case that the overall
score is negative, we reject that alternation can-
didate outright.

3.2 Resolving alternation ambiguity
For each case frame pair, we return the
best-scoring alternation(s), recalling that any
negatively-scoring alternation candidates are au-
tomatically filtered off. In the case that a tie
in score is produced, we select that alternation
candidate which preserves case marking for the
highest proportion of case slot mappings, under
the assumption that alternations are conserva-
tive in their scope for modification. If the tie
still remains, then we have no reasonable grounds
for selecting between the alternation candidates,
and no output is produced. With case frames of



Analytical alts. Lexical alts. Synthetic alts. Overall
Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec Prec Rec F-score

Basic 76.2% 100% 62.5% 100% 25.7% 100% 60.9% 100% 75.7%

No compound
verbs

78.2% 100% 69.8% 100% 28.6% 100% 66.4% 100% 79.8%

Cutoff = 2 81.8% 64.9% 82.4% 75.7% 33.3% 64.3% 73.2% 67.3% 70.1%

Cutoff = 2/1 82.2% 79.3% 82.9% 78.4% 36.7% 78.6% 74.4% 79.0% 76.6%

Cutoff = 2/1/0 82.4% 80.2% 83.8% 83.8% 36.7% 78.6% 74.9% 80.9% 77.8%

Table 1: Evaluation of extracted alternation candidates

equal valency, it can happen that in the highest-
scoring “alternation”, no case marker variation
has in fact taken place (i.e. the case frames are
identical modulo linear reordering of case slots).2
Based on our assumptions on the nature of alter-
nations in Section 2, this does not construe a true
alternation. Given that this is the best analysis
for the given case frame pairing, we consider that
no alternation exists.

Additionally, in the case of multiple alterna-
tions mapping onto a single valency frame, we
take the single best alternation candidate involv-
ing that target valency frame.

3.3 Filter the alternation data

Having extracted the alternation data, we next
propose a number of filters to filter out noise (i.e.
errant alternation candidates) from the system
output.

The only stipulation on verb pairs we con-
sider for alternation extraction is that they share
some common prefix. This is intended to ensure
that there is at least a tenuous semantic link be-
tween them. For a verb pair such as 申し合わ
せる mōshiawaseru “to arrange” and 申し出る
mōshideru “to report”, our matching algorithm
proposes alternation candidates, but the seman-
tics of the verbs are too far removed to justify an
alternation analysis. In cases such as this, we as-
sume that if an alternation is to exist, it will be
between the verb-verb compound and the root
verb, that is 申す mōsu “to say”. We therefore
first apply a filter stating that no alternation may
exist between two (non-identical) verb-verb com-
pounds.

Secondly, it is possible to raise the cutoff score
on alternations above 0, and assuming that there

2In fact, the detection of identical case frames in the
dictionary may prove valuable in the grander scheme of
the lexicon overhaul. We would still not want to treat
them as alternations, however.

is some correlation between higher scores and bet-
ter quality alternations, attain more reliable re-
sults.

Third, given that each valency frame is linked
to an English translation, it is possible to anal-
yse whether the root English verb translation for
the two valency frames is the same, to gain some
insight into the semantic similarity of the two va-
lency frames. As with our requirement on the two
verbs in question sharing a common kanji prefix,
this is expected to increase extraction accuracy.
This requirement can be combined with a mod-
ified cutoff. Closely related to this method of
common English translation root, some valency
frames are linked to the exact same translation,
which is a strong indicator of high alternation
quality.

3.4 Results of alternation extraction
A total of 2,777 alternation tokens were detected
in the valency dictionary, from a total of 13,880
verbal case frames. After removing competing
alternations (i.e. lower-scoring alternations map-
ping onto a common valency frame), 1,653 alter-
nation tokens remained, making up a total of 373
alternation types.

We evaluated the quality of the extracted al-
ternations based on a random sample of 261 al-
ternation tokens from the 1,653 remaining al-
ternations. Each alternation token is manu-
ally classified according to its type (analyti-
cal/lexical/synthetic), and scored as correct or
incorrect. “Correct” alternations are defined as
those which are either motivated alternations
analogous to Levin’s set of English alternations
(Levin, 1993), or transfer dictionary quirks such
as adjunct optionality being described by way of
two valency frames, with and without the ad-
junct. Based on this definition, we calculated
the precision and recall for the basic system, and
then went on to apply the various filters described
in Section 3.3. Precision (Prec) is defined as the



percentage of extracted alternations of each basic
type which is in fact a true alternation according
to the annotated data. Recall (Rec), on the other
hand, is relative to the full set of 261 annotated
alternation tokens, and a measure of how many
of the total body of correct alternations are ex-
tracted by each procedure. It does not reflect the
absolute recall of each method over the full dictio-
nary file, because we do not have annotation data
for valency frame pairs which the basic method
does not extract as alternation candidates.

The results of extraction are presented in Ta-
ble 1. Firstly, the basic system (Basic) resulted in
an overall precision of 60.9% (and recall of 100%,
with 161 correct alternations), as reported by
Baldwin and Bond (2002). Analytical and lexical
alternations show considerably higher accuracy
than synthetic alternations, at a precision of only
25.7%. Removing all alternations between com-
pound verbs (No compound verbs) results in an
appreciable gain in overall precision, up to 66.4%,
with no loss in recall. That is, this filter removed
noise without alleviating any correct alternation
data. Next, an across-the-board cutoff score of 2
for alternation candidates (Cutoff = 2 ) bumps up
overall precision to 73.2%, but leads to a sharp
fall in recall to 67.3%. That is, the filter is able to
remove some errant alternation candidates, but
sacrifices many correct alternation candidates in
the process. If we introduce a 2-tier cutoff ap-
proach, with a threshold of 1 on verb pairs with
a common English translation root and threshold
of 2 for other verb pairs (Cutoff = 2/1 ), overall
recall recovers to 79.0% and precision also appre-
ciates slightly to 74.4%. Finally, if we implement
a three-tier scoring system, with the first two tiers
identical to those above, and a third tier at the
original threshold of 0 for valency frames which
are translated identically, then we achieve a fur-
ther slight gain in both precision and recall, to
74.9% and 80.9%, respectively.

Based on the overall F-score (F-score – the
harmonic mean of precision and recall), the sim-
ple no V-V compound filter produces the best
results, although if we wished to generate refer-
ence data for the analysis of Japanese alterna-
tion types, precision would become our main con-
cern, in which case the final system configuration
would be optimal.

4 Conclusion

We extracted alternations in an unsupervised
manner, relying on the assumption that selec-
tional restrictions are preserved under alterna-

tion. We proposed an entropy-based scoring
method for evaluating both the degree of similar-
ity and quality of match of a pair of selectional
restrictions. This was used to score case frame
mappings and analyse whether an alternation
could be found between a given case frame pair-
ing. Through the application of a range of filters
operating over the composition of the Japanese
verbs participating in each alternation pair, and
also the make-up of their English translations,
an overall precision of 74.9% and recall of 80.9%
were attained.
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